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A novel data-driven deep-learning-based framework has been proposed in this work. This is the first

study using deep learning and big data techniques in platelet aggregation modelling. With the

image processing procedures, the raw differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy images

become available for future analysis. We build the database which assembles all of the features

extracted from microscope experimental results. The statistical analysis to these features reveals

the normality property which is reasonable according to biomedical Intuitions. Our proposed

prediction model has strong ability to predict the key feature-relative contact area with high

acceptance and good generalizability. We can successfully predict μm2 scale results with nm2 scale

accuracy, which avoids time-consuming expensive in-vitro experiments.

Abstract

Introduction

We propose a new framework for characterization of platelet aggregation in shear flows. Without

our framework, it is relatively difficult to describe the force of platelet interactions, which is

essential to achieving more accuracy in their multiscale modelling. Users can directly use our model

to add features in their model, avoiding massive in-vitro experiments at the same time. This frame

work also has broader impact on other cellular multiscale models, bring more significant insights in

drug design. Our work provides experimental researchers suggestions and insights to guide them in

the design of experiments.

In the future, we will automatically detect the moving cells out of the large stream of experimental

results, including platelets, red blood cells, etc. Using online learning we tend to achieve real-time

detection and tracking. After removing the background information and training the detection

model, we add expert opinions to the award system, which is using Generative Adversarial Nets

(GAN).

Conclusion

In the past few years, the advantages of modeling are now clear in investigation at all scales of

biological organization, and Multi-Scale Modeling (MSM) as an integral part of all biological

research is now inevitable. However, the MSM research has encountered great challenges.

According to the IMAG Futures Report[3], acceptance of models and their accessibility to the

research community will require better tools for modeling, more standardized protocols for

assessing model validity and improved techniques for data collection and analysis. There remains a

large unmet need for well-curated databases and infrastructure that facilitates model sharing such

as open model and data standards, model/data repositories and open source software.

We conduct in-vitro experiments[2] to capture the transient aggregation recruitment of two

unactivated blood platelets in shear flows. We then provide a new framework to efficiently and

digitally process biomedical images into available V&V(Verification and Validation) data for Multi-

Scale Modeling[1,4], which has a broad impact for MSM research to increase the credibility of their

models. The measurable data is presented in the form of database and the predicted data using

machine learning is presented in the form of calculation models. To the best of our knowledge, this

is the first study towards quantitative characterization for aggregation of unactivated platelets at

low shear flows, and for the first time presents the related data and models.
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Fig1. Image Processing procedures from Microscope raw images

Fig3. A framework of feedforward DNN for approximating RCA function

Fig4. Proposed Framework: Data-driven Deep-learning-based analysis ecosystem

(A) In-vitro experiments data distribution (B) Simulation frequency histogram 

(C) (D)

Reducing the noise and adjusting the

contrast are necessary for edge detection.

We apply some filters to these images so

that we can draw ellipses to fit the

boundaries of platelets and get the

parameters of these ellipses for our next

mathematical analysis. We approximate the

half-thickness of the platelet ellipsoid

model based on the average volume. Then

we mesh the surface to calculate the

Relative Contact Area (RCA).

We call the whole process developed for analyzing and predicting as Data-driven Deep-learning-

based analysis ecosystem. It comes from very limited data to synthesize more generalized data for

model V&V. The circle starts at experiments and finally gives guiding suggestions to experiments.

We conduct statistical analysis to the measured results and

find that features such as Circularity, Aspect ratio, Surface

Area and RCA all subject to Gaussian Distribution. We

compare the RCA mean value under different flow conditions

we design in the in-vitro experiments, and conclude that flow

stress helps to increase relative contact area. The mean value

and Gaussian Curves are shown in the right side figure. As the

flow condition’s shear stress increase from 1 to 10 dyne/cm2,

the mean value of RCA increases from 0.07 to 0.10.

We use the in-vitro data collected at 1, 5, 10 dyne/cm2 as training samples for neural network and

data under 6.7 dyne/cm2 as testing samples for validating models. The training loss and evaluation

loss are shown in Fig (C) below. Meanwhile, we randomly select feature value combinations from

the 8 input features of 6.7 dyne/cm2 in-vitro experiments data. We use simulation samples as inputs

to predict Relative Contact Area by applying our trained model. We compare the simulation

prediction data distribution with in-vitro experiment data distribution: Fig (A), Fig (B). The simulation

data distribution perfectly fits the in-vitro data distribution, and the comparison of their Gaussian

curves is shown in Fig (D).

Fig2. Mathematical procedures for extracting Relative Contact Area (RCA)
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, i=1, 2

Learning Model
In order to train an applicable estimation function, we set 8 variables as predicators and RCA as

target variable through feedforward neural network. After cleaning out the outliners, all of the

extracting data are used in training process.

Predicted Results


